Agricultural

Review

The theme of this section is the importance of agricultural practices. It discusses the challenges faced by farmers and the benefits of proper farming methods. The text emphasizes the value of personal attention to the supervision of various departments, such as Value, Purity, Usefulness, and Variety of Contents. It mentions the unique qualities and characteristics of agricultural products, such as the frost resistance of poplars and the frost sensitivity of growing ground. The text also highlights the importance of preparing for a good marketable potato season, as well as the need for careful planning and execution in butter-making.

Furthermore, the text reflects the need for proper use of niter and sugar as luxury goods, which others obtain only at a great cost. It provides a detailed explanation of butter-making, including the use of milk, water, and salt, and the importance of proper shelf-life and storage conditions. The text also underscores the importance of book-farming, as it is a question that has been asked many times, and it emphasizes the need for proper knowledge and skill in the agricultural field.

Overall, the text serves as a guide for farmers, offering valuable insights and advice on various aspects of agricultural practices. It encourages farmers to be diligent and attentive to their work, and to consider the importance of proper planning and preparation in all aspects of farming.
SUGGESTION TO PARENTS.

[The text of a letter discussing suggestions for parents regarding their children's education and well-being, including advice on farming and agriculture.]
DOMESTIC ECONOMY.

TRUCK CAVES, COME BACK.

Domestic Economy.
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TRUCK CAVES.
"The young lady has not taken a stitch of work yet. She is, however, intent on preparing for it. She is reading by the hour. Her father, Mr. Miller, is a very religious man, and it is his constant custom to have his daughter read to him before going to bed. She loves the study of nature, and is always eager to learn new things. Last night, she read about the life cycle of a butterfly, and was fascinated by the description of the chrysalis stage. She has a great interest in science, and is always eager to learn more about the natural world."
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As a new Quarter of the Editorial, commenced last Year, No. 1, Two and a Half Million, to be Reproduced. April and Friendly Subscribers are requested to print the whole and receive the number of the paper entire. Every addition of our list is still in the mailing list; but, during these times, every subscriber is requested to continue without further action the supply of our paper. We shall be happy to receive any communication through the post office or at our office, the publishers.
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comprehending what he had said, I answered:—"A
moment in stupid amazement. Then, suddenly
would I call her Mrs. BARTON, but "mother," never!
authority. I can never see any one filling my pre-
the dearest treasure of her life."
Dear little STELLA! she'll grow up believing that
kissed the smiling little one; oh, so fondly! looked
in her eyes as I went out, and had an impulse then
step-mother entered her room I felt half constrained
in her arms, and I resolved, while going home for church, to
on; but now, really enthusiastic, I entered wholly
nothing but your trust in Him. You have been a dutiful daugh-
that unless my behavior should be
watching, until I heard the breakfast bell. I attempted
to rise, but found myself sick and faint. Cousin
oppressed with a vague fear, and sobbed aloud as
headache, father did not come to me. Before, when
thing was just ready on the day when father was to
executive ability as I. The baking was to be done.
with these the tones of a clear, soft, strange voice, I
happy, old fashioned laugh. The gleeful sounds
Think to myself; "she has already stolen their
affections from dear mother." They all seemed


RIDDLES AND CONUNDRUMS.

Answer to Arithmetical Problem:—$1,600.

Two DOLLARS A YEAR.—TO Clubs and Agents as follows:-

Riddlings and Conundrums.

What do you mean by a "halo"? Carry it over.

To the Editor:—Yesterday I was at a doctor's.

A New Important Book. by DONALD B. JOHNSON, M.D.
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